We study the localized modes created by introducing a resonant defect in a mechanical lattice. We find that modes introduced by resonant defects have profiles that can be tuned from being extremely localized to totally delocalized by an external force. This is in direct contrast with modes introduced by traditional mass or stiffness defects, in which the modes' profiles stay constant. We present an analytical model for resonant defects in one-dimensional nonlinear lattices, computationally demonstrate the equivalent effect in a twodimensional lattice, and experimentally observe the mode profiles in a granular crystal. While our study is concerned with nonlinear mechanical lattices, the generality of our model suggests that the same effect should be present in other types of periodic lattices.
Introduction.-The ability to actively control a material's properties through external stimuli is rare and is a goal of material design [1, 2] . Defects have an enormous effect on material properties: electrical conductivity in semiconductors [3] , thermal conductivity [4] , and mechanical strength [5, 6] are just a few examples. This is in part because defects in periodic lattices allow for local modes of vibration that interact with propagating waves and affect material properties [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The periodicity of crystal lattices may result in frequency bands and band gaps [11] . Modes that are in the frequency band extend the entire length of the crystal. In contrast, a mode with frequency in the band gap is not extended but spatially localized. A defect breaks the symmetry of the lattice and can introduce such a localized mode. The mode's spatial extension depends on where its frequency lies in the band gap. As the mode's frequency gets closer to a band, the mode profile becomes more delocalized. In traditional mass or stiffness defects, external effects that shift the band frequencies also introduce a proportional shift in the defect mode frequency, rendering the profile of the defect mode insensitive to external influences. This means that for most defects, the localization is determined by the defect to lattice mass ratio [12] . We show that for a resonant defect the prescribed relationship between mode frequency and band frequency does not exist, and hence the mode profile can be tuned by an external force. This is due to an additional degree of freedom provided by the displacement of the secondary mass [13] . Control over the localization is interesting to applications of defect modes [14] [15] [16] [17] , since many properties, for example, the wave speed in coupled resonant optical waveguides [16, 18] and the coupling of phonon-photon interactions [14] , depend on the spatial overlap of modes.
The ability to tune frequency bands through external stimuli has its origin in nonlinear interactions. In a granular chain the nonlinearity comes from the Hertzian contact law [19] . However, analogous tuning is possible in other lattices. For example, by applying strain for electronic, phononic, and photonic bands in silicon [20] and graphene [21] [22] [23] , magnetic fields for electronic bands in carbon nanotubes [24] , or also, electric fields [25] and heating [26] for photonic bands in liquid crystals. By placing a resonant defect in a lattice with this type of band tunablility, the defect's local mode can be controlled through an external stimulus. We demonstrate this in a nonlinear mechanical lattice. A compression changes the coupling stiffness of the lattice and, therefore, also the frequency band [19, 27] . A resonant defect breaks the constant relationship between the defect mode's frequency f d , and the band's cutoff frequency f c . We can therefore adjust the localization of the defect mode, allowing the local mode profile to resemble mode profiles resulting from defects of differing masses. Figure 1 schematically illustrates this concept.
Experimental system.-The nonlinear mechanical system we use to study this phenomenon is a granular crystal, a lattice of spherical particles coupled through nonlinear Hertzian contacts [28] . Granular crystals have previously been a test bed to study physical phenomena including acoustic rectification [29] , discrete breathers [30] , acoustic focusing [31] and tunable filtering [27] . Their macroscopic size allows visualization of a lattice's defect dynamics [12] , and, therefore, they provide an ideal test lattice for our study.
We introduce a resonant defect in the granular chain by attaching an external ring structure to one of the particles [32] . This structure has a mechanical resonance measured experimentally at 6.2 kHz. We embed this resonant defect in the center of a 31-particle chain, with 15 stainless steel spheres (type 316, 9.525 mm radius) placed on both sides of the resonant defect. This is a one-dimensional finite crystal with a defect in the center. Using 2 polycarbonate rods, the particles are aligned between a 90 μm compression actuator (Physik Instrumente P-841.60) and static force sensor (Omega LCMFD-50N). A laser vibrometer (Polytec OFV-534) sequentially measures velocities of half the chain and the defect particle. Embedded force sensors are placed next to the defect and at the end of the chain. All dynamic measurements are taken at steady state using a lock-in amplifier (Zurich Instruments ZIHFLI). We drive the defect's resonating mass and measure the forces and velocities of different particles in the lattice.
Theoretical model.-We model our system as masses coupled by springs with a single defect site. All particles other than the defect are spherical with R ¼ 9.525 mm and a mass m s ¼ 28.8 g. The equations of motion are
where u i is the displacement of the ith sphere around its equilibrium position. The equations represent a onedimensional lattice with a local resonance at the defect site. The defect's dynamics are contained in the second two equations and the rest of the lattice in the first. The defect has a mass located in the chain array which is m 0 ¼ 47.8 g and has a displacement from equilibrium u 0 . The defect's resonant mass m r ¼ 0.18 g is coupled with a stiffness k r ¼ 2.64 × 10 5 N=m (see Supplemental Material [33] ) to this particle and has a displacement u r . This displacement is the additional degree of freedom for the resonator. We define the characteristic frequency of the resonator f r ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi k r =m r p , which is independent of the lattice, and we stress that this is not equal to the defect mode's frequency. The stiffness coupling all other particles within the chain is found by linearizing the Hertzian
. This is where the nonlinear nature of our lattice is important. It allows a change in the coupling stiffness between adjacent particles through compression, while the resonant coupling stiffness k r stays constant. Finally, the boundary conditions are modeled as fixed walls with u −16 ¼ u 16 ¼ 0.
The dynamics we are interested in are linear and, therefore, we solve the eigenvalue problem that results from assuming oscillatory solutions. In the Supplemental Material [33] we show our analytical derivation, which is used to fit to experiments and demonstrate that boundary conditions do not become important until just before the mode transitions from local to extended dynamics.
Tuning mode profiles.-We study the dynamics of a local mode and observe how it transitions from highly localized to completely delocalized as a result of an external compression. Figure 2 shows the steady state force measured in the particle next to the resonant defect [ Fig. 2(a) ] and at the end of the chain [ Fig. 2(b) ]. This dynamic force results from a harmonic excitation at the defect's resonating mass. The measured force is a function of the excitation frequency and static compression. On top of the experimental results, the theoretical expression for the band edge in a granular crystal is plotted as a white dotted line, f c ¼ 4.9F 1=6 0 ½kHz. Below this line, we see the individual modes of the band rise up in frequency as the compression increases. Since the force sensor in Fig. 2(a) is next to the defect, this measures both local and extended dynamic forces. Figure 2(a) shows the presence of the defect resonance mode (varying slightly around 6.2 kHz) at all compressions. This defect mode frequency increases only a few Hz as a result of increasing compression. This is due to the small mass participation m r of the resonating structure. Figure 2(b) shows the force in the sensor at the end of the chain. This sensor measures only the extended modes, i.e., effects far away from the defect. This sensor does not detect the defect mode until the band edge crosses the mode's frequency at approximately 4N. Beyond this compression, the defect mode becomes extended and the excitation propagates through the crystal. This shows that a single resonant defect can be tuned to arbitrary effective size.
More insight on the defect mode's dependence on compression can be seen in Figs. 2(c), 2(d), and 2(e), which show the mode's spatial profile at three increasing compressions, corresponding to the dashed vertical lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) . The left two panels [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)] are measured at compressions while the mode is still localized, before the dynamics are extended. As the granular crystal is compressed and the acoustic band edge approaches the mode, the mode begins to delocalize, i.e., the exponential attenuation decreases. Above a certain compression the acoustic band rises above the defect mode frequency and the dynamics transition to being extended. An analogous tuning and transition has been achieved by geometrically altering defect cavity layers in phononic superlattices [17] . The rightmost panel [ Fig. 2(e) ] shows the extended mode profile at a higher compression. This reveals why there is little force observed in Fig. 2(b) until high compressions. Supplemental video 2 in [33] presents an animation of this experimental result.
The underlying physics of the problem can be understood through an analytical model for a resonant defect between two semi-infinite generic lattices (see Supplemental Material [33] ). We quantify the mode's spatial localization using an exponential decay factor L, defined as the ratio of the displacement amplitude between neighboring particles. This localization depends explicitly on the ratio f c =f d of the band edge cutoff to the defect mode's frequencies,
Therefore, a resonant defect mode's localization can be controlled by changing this ratio, which is accomplished through an external compression. However, since the defect mode is actually a mode of the entire lattice, the defect mode frequency also depends on the compression, or, equivalently, on the band edge f c ∝ F 
Together these two equations describe the defect mode localization's dependence on compression, or, equivalently, on the acoustic band edge. Figure 3 (a) shows a comparison between the analytical solution in an infinite lattice with computational results for solving the eigenvalue problem for a finite chain of 31 particles. We can see the boundary effects play a negligible role until just before the mode theoretically delocalizes. Figure 3(a) shows three horizontal dashed lines, corresponding to the localization calculated for three different simple mass defect diameters, 11.1, 14.3, and 17.5 mm. The smallest defect results in the greatest localization. This demonstrates that by changing the external compression, the resonant defect mode localization is similar to that of mass defects of differing sizes.
The experimental measurements of the localization factor as a function of different compressions are shown in Fig. 3(b) , for over 26 independent tests. We fit these experimental results to our analytical model [Supplemental Material [33] , Eq. (3)]. The analytical model accurately captures the localization's dependence on compression. We attribute the disagreement between the theoretical [ Fig. 3(a) ] and experimental [ Fig. 3(b) ] compression scale to friction effects, originating from the large mass of the resonator and significant contact area between the particles and supporting rods. We computationally study resonant defect modes in a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice with nearest neighbor interactions. Although, the dynamics become more complex due to the presence of both transverse and longitudinal acoustic modes of the crystal, the defect modes' profiles can still be tuned through an external pressure. To understand the dynamics without a defect present, we first found the longitudinal and transverse branches applying periodic Bloch conditions (see Supplemental Material [33] ) and solving the eigenvalue problem. Then we include the defect mode, and confirm that as the defect mode frequency passes below the upper edge of the longitudinal acoustic band, the mode delocalizes, similar to the case of the onedimensional granular crystal. Figure 4 illustrates the mode profile of a resonant defect in a finite lattice at two different isotropic compressions (see Supplemental Material [33] , video 1).
Conclusion.-We have presented a method to actively control the localization of a defect mode in a nonlinear lattice of one and two dimensions. The results are easily extendable to three dimensions. The defect mode that results from a resonant defect has an additional degree of freedom that allows this tunability. This is the first time that a defect mode profile can be actively controlled and tuned without having to change the defect itself. In addition, since the same underlying principles of band tunability apply to a broad range of material systems, we anticipate that these results will impact current device and material applications.
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